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serious games is still lacking [9]. One reason may be that serious
game designers sometimes struggle to align serious learning
content with an engaging fantasy [27, 34].

ABSTRACT
Fostering fantasy play for young children through augmented
st
reality has the potential to support 21 century learning activities
by stimulating creativity, communication, and flexibility. We
present a design exploration of MathMythos AR, an augmented
reality card-based math addition game that enables children to
engage in basic math tasks embedded in fantastical narratives. We
provide insights into our design process, the effects of fantasy and
everyday narratives, and discuss implications for AR card games
that show potential to foster motivation for learning math. The
presented insights are the foundation for the the next iteration of
MathMythos AR, where we aim to create compelling and
immersive AR narratives for learning.

The COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 has furthermore accelerated a
shift towards remote education [1]. Serious games could be a
solution here, but fully digital interactions could favor boys over
girls and in general young children seem to prefer tangible
interactions when learning [20, 25]. The lack of physical contact
both in the school and with school materials creates a need for
approaches that provide tangible interactions in virtual contexts
[17]. Augmented reality blends virtual world experiences with the
physical world and enables technology-supported fantasy play
[21].
When engaging in fantasy play, positive social competencies such
as affective role-taking or peer social skills grow and story
comprehension is enhanced [5]. Vygotsky highlights the
importance of play, discusses the effects of play on development,
and observes that “in play, the child is always ahead of its age,
ahead of its own normal behavior” [31]. Fantasy play in learning
is a promising direction with the potential to provide different
perspectives on how today’s educational structure engages
children. However, designing for fantasy play and engagement is
challenging and requires careful consideration of the development
stage of the child, the educational material, the learning context,
and the supporting technology. Aiming to bridge learning and
playing, our research is focused on turning traditional instruction
into a compelling, augmented fantasy scenario.
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We explore fantasy play with the player’s avatar in the context of
our augmented reality card game “MathMythos AR”. MathMythos
AR asks players to compute the sum of two cards to trigger a
narrative event. By integrating the learning activity as the core
mechanic of the game [9], we aim to prevent the negative effects
of educational games, while exploring the advantages of
augmented reality fantasy play to support learning in the context
of remote learning. The insight we gain from our preliminary
research will support the future development of MathMythos AR
to create compelling and immersive AR narratives to support
learning. Meanwhile, our work provides researchers and designers
with design strategies for card-based fantasy AR games for
learning maths.

1 Introduction
In the global digital society, learning 21st-century skills [12] in a
virtual context is regarded as the future for education [28], because
of the convenient and immersive experience it brings. These
virtual contexts usually take the form of games for learning, or
serious games, because of their added motivating potential [9].
However, on aggregate, evidence for the motivating qualities of
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“Fantasy play” was initially introduced by Saltz & Johnson as
thematic fantasy play, children’s playful behaviours in roles and
themes that are different from their experience in real lives [24].
Fantasy play has been shown to increase children’s motivation to
learn and to engage with the learning material [7]. Going beyond
just learning, fantasy is a key concept of exploration, curiosity and
unrestricted engagement with tasks [18]. When performing
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cognitive tasks such as basic mathematical operations, fantasy
play enables players to engage with the task-independent of their
mathematical abilities [6]. An opportunity to learn tacitly without
an explicit focus on the mathematical challenge [30].

target card—the character Luca, for example, gathers ramen and
sushi on a tray and delivers the food to their brother.
To further explore the role of fantasy on identification, we created
four different scenarios that present a visual narrative involving
either a human or an animal and are either set in a fantasy context
or an everyday life context. The four conditions presented in
Figure 1 (from top to bottom) are the Warlock ‘Rubin’
(fantasy/human), the Student ‘Luca’ (everyday/human), the
Dragon ‘Buddy’ (fantasy/ animal), and the Cow ‘Vicky’
(everyday/animal).

An important catalyst for fantasy play is identification with the
player’s character or avatar [4]. Identification with an avatar has
shown to increase self-reported motivation and playtime in the
short-term [2] and in the long-term [3]. A common measure of
player identification is the Player Identification Scale (PIS, [15]).
PIS measures three different aspects of avatar identification:
wishful identification, similarity identification, and embodied
presence. PIS has been used to investigate relationships between
identification and intrinsic motivation [2], social capital [22], and
self-discrepancy [29].

The Warlock
‘Rubin’
(fantasy/human)

While children and adults are fantastical thinkers [33] children
also seem to find wonder in realistic stories [32], and hence are
able to identify with a wider range of agents, including common
animals. An interesting observation for game-design, because it
suggests that younger children find pleasure in mundane
scenarios.

The Student ‘Luca’
(everyday/human)

That AR games for mathematics learning can be highly engaging
for elementary school children has been shown among others by
Li et al [13], who additionally found that the inclusion of a fantasy
world as part of diegetic performance feedback increases the
children’s motivation [14]. However, how the children construct
fantasies in a blended space, and which fantasties they engage in
in a classroom context, is still poorly understood. Therefore we
hope to shed light on this in a research-through-design process of
our game MathMythos AR, together with an explorative study on
the way children identify with different fantasy representations in
an AR game for learning.

The Dragon
‘Buddy’
(fantasy/ animal)

The Cow ‘Vicky’
(everyday/animal)

3 Method

Figure 1. Four scenarios of the MathMythos AR game

Building on previous work on the classification of fantasy in
serious games [35], for MathMythos AR we aim to foster an
immersive experience following principles of endogenous [16] or
integrated [10] fantasy design.

3.1.1 Design Process
First, we developed a monster strike game where players were
expected to calculate the required damage of their weapon, based
on their basic damage and the health points of a monster, to kill a
monster with one strike. The idea was evaluated with three
experts in design research and math teaching, who identified three
limitations: First, the task would require subtraction, which
conflicted with a task 9-10 years old students could engage with,
without any pretraining. Second, violence is perceived differently,
and while some children find violence engaging others are
repelled [8]. Third, aiming for comparing fantasy characters with
human characters, a violent scenario is acceptable by teachers in a
fantasy environment, e.g., a knight slaying a dragon, but a nonfantasy scenario is less acceptable in an educational context, e.g., a
hunter killing a tiger. Therefore, we decided to move away from
violence. Further, we also aimed for a gender-neutral experience
by deciding on characters and themes that do not overly
pronounce male or female stereotypes to assure that MathMythos
AR is enjoyable for everyone.

3.1 MathMythosAR
MathMythos AR was built using Unity (2019, 2.8f1) and the AR
Engine Vuforia (2019, 8.5). MathMythos AR is played using a set of
four cards: an interactive role card, two item cards with a
numerical indicator on each card, and a target card. The four cards
combined tell a narrative, for example, the character “Luca” buys
and delivers food to their brother; see Figure 1. To accomplish
their mission, Luca needs to correctly add up the price for ramen
(271¥) and the price for sushi (124¥) to a total of 395¥. To bring the
narrative to life, each card is tracked using a standard webcam and
overlaid on the screen with a digital object, e.g., an overlay of a
ramen bowl appears on the ramen card. Vuforia recognizes visual
markers and allows to specify the location of a digital object on the
cards. A “digital button”—an area that is constantly tracked and
responds to being occluded—on each interactive role card triggers
the character to provide options for summing up the item cards. In
this case the options are presented as five cycling numbers. We
decided to keep the presented options within ±2 of the target sum
to avoid frustration. Releasing the digital button while the correct
sum is presented triggers the interactive role to interact with the

We also recognized instabilities regarding the AR recognition of
the cards. To improve the experience, we increased the complexity
and contrast of the tracking markers on the cards. Besides, we
added the number indicators on the item cards on the top and the
bottom of the cards to increase readability.
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3.2 Preliminary research

back at home. A few of them said, “it is a pity I can not see the
virtual parts when I have this card at home.”

To learn how MathMythos AR is experienced by primary school
students, we cooperated with a primary school in Changzhou,
Jiangsu Province, China. Our study was approved by the Ethics
Review Board at the Eindhoven University of Technology. We
obtained consent from participants, their legal guardians, and the
primary school.
In total, 34 primary school students (19 male and 15 female)
between 9 and 10 years old participated in our study. In
appreciation of the students’ time, we provided a lecture about
design and AR for the entire class. Participants’ demographic
information was provided by the schoolteacher. Participants
played first one round of instructional content to familiarize
themselves with the content, and then played the four conditions
of the game in a 4x4 Latin square counterbalanced sequence,
answered questions about their motivation using a translated
version of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory [19], and filled in a
translated version of the Player Identification Inventory [15]. To
gain further insights, we interviewed our participants and
encouraged them to freely express their thoughts on MathMythos
AR. In our analysis, we also draw from our observations and
personal insights. In the end, we invited 4 participants to take one
of their favorite cards and elaborate on their choice and thoughts.

Min

Max

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Fantasy Animal

2.25

5.00

4.4412

0.75141

Fantasy Human

2.00

5.00

4.4632

0.78367

Animal

2.50

5.00

4.3456

0.75382

Human

2.50

5.00

4.4412

0.72053

Figure 2. Score for gameplay enjoyment in 4 conditions of
the MathMythos AR game.
In the tested version of MathMythos AR, the characters’
background stories were a description printed on each card. Some
participants are willing to read and discuss the narratives, a few
participants, however, have doubts about the stories, as one says “I
don’t think the story is strong, there is nothing but words on
cards.” Surprisingly, some children expressed interest in
alternative endings for the characters’stories. One participant
asked, “what would happen to Rubin if I give the wrong answer to
the magic power calculation? ” Such feedback points out the
possibility to further enrich the storytelling by adding dialogues,
animation, and sound to the next version of MathMythos AR.
Providing multiple narrative endings could be a way of building a
compelling and immersive fantasy play experience.

4 Results
The difficulty of the arithmetic problem generally fits children’s
abilities. However, some children responded slowly to the task,
while others complained that the task was “not challenging
enough”. While we did not investigate if our participants’ abilities
to perform simple addition improved, we found that even
participants from the same classroom have different levels of
mathematical abilities. One possible solution for varying ability
levels might be the implementation of a dynamic difficulty
adjustment strategy. Furthermore, a subset of children wanted to
pass on what they had learned and engaged unprompted in
teaching other children in adding up numbers, interacting with AR
cards, and using the virtual button autonomously. Some
participants also tried to compete with others through the means
of completion time. Our observations indicate that the AR game
with physical cards led to a social setting, where competition and
cooperation in fantasy play could also increase engagement.

Mechanics

Stories

Aesthetics

Technology

Adaptive
challenge to
accommodate
different
proficiency
levels

Alternative
Endings

Animations as
reward for
exploration

Larger image
targets for
better
tracking

Possession/
Collection

Interactive
Narratives

(Spoken)
Dialogue,
Sound/Music

A mobile
version with
more
convenient
gameplay

Cooperation /
possibility to
teach other
children

There is no statistically significant effect of the type of aesthetics
(fantasy versus everyday, human versus animal) on the enjoyment
of the game by children. In fact, they give very high scores for all
conditions (Figure 2). However, our observation and interview
gives valuable information. An interesting phenomenon happened
when four children were allowed to pick a single favorite card of
the avatar cards home. Three participants chose Fantasy/Human,
the warlock Rubin card. One participant who mentioned “my
favorite character is Luca (the everyday human character) because
of its kindness and willingness for help” in the previous interview,
instead picked Rubin immediately to take home and stated “it is
cool”. The situation could highlight that young children tend to
please adults by giving overly positive feedback and that they also
adjust to preferences in their peer group [11]. Conversely, asking
them to pick their favorite card to take home could subsequently
be a more direct way to tell their preference rather than asking
them to rate characters on a scale. Participants who pick their
favorites also mentioned their wish to show the AR when they are

Competition

Figure 3: Design insight concluded based on interview and
observation data.
Having all the interview and observation categorized under
Schell’s Elemental Tetrad of “Mechanics, Stories, Aesthetics,
Technology” [26], we conclude a table of insights (Figure 3) that
can facilitate our next move on the design and the research of the
MathMythos AR.

6 Discussion & Future Work
Our preliminary insights suggest that AR is a promising
technology to create engaging learning experiences for children
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and has the potential to teach simple math skills. The choice
between fantasy/everyday aesthetics ostensibly does not seem to
matter much, as long as there is room for roleplaying or narrative
exploration. However, in a more indepth study with a small subset
of students, a preference for the fantasy human seems to arise.
Outside of the insights mentioned above, another insight that we
found interesting was the remark that children wanted to take
their favorite cards home. Currently, the cards are little more than
tangible interaction markers with a nice visual for the game. But
the remark indicated to us a novel potential of the cards, beyond
being simple markers for the serious game. Students may engage
in a form of transmedia storytelling [23], where the learning is
augmented, but outside of the classroom (or remote learning)
context, the physical cards hold potential for further fantasy
elaboration, or at least maintaining the fantasy, where children
can relive, extend and share the fantasy at home. In this way, the
children are reminded of the fantasy and can possibly be more
easily engaged when they are back in the classroom setting. This
also creates possibilities for further personal customization.

surpass their expectations and let their curiosity enable them to
learn about the world around them.

6.1 Conclusion
With the goal to investigate avatar and identification in the
context of a card-based AR math learning fantasy game, we
designed the MathMythos AR. We explored fantasy role-play,
avatars, and narratives in the AR game with 34 children at a
Chinese school. Our preliminary insights suggest that fantasy role
play in card-based AR games has the potential to increase
motivation for learning and practices. Meanwhile, we converted
users’ needs into design opportunities based on the feedback we
received. We found that adaption, collection, and social interaction
are promising gameplay mechanics to promote engagement with
AR math learning. Multiple directions and interactions in
narratives supported by media solutions and smooth gameplay
experiences can help to build gameplay that leads children to
explore the world of math with curiosity and creativity. Based on
our findings, we have developed MathMythos AR 2 where we
continue to explore fantasy play, storytelling, and interactive
narrative to further research correlates of presence, attention, and
motivation in AR play for learning.
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